Out-of-Plane Strengthening of Unreinforced Masonry Walls by Glass Fiber-Reinforced Polyurea
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Abstract

Fiber-reinforced polymer reinforcement or polyurea reinforcement techniques are applied to strengthen unreinforced masonry walls (UMWs). The purpose of this experimental study is to verify the out-of-plane reinforcing effect of sprayed glass fiber-reinforced polyurea (GFRPU), which is a composite elastomer made of polyurea and milled glass fibers on UMW. The out-of-plane strengths and ductile behaviors based on various coating shapes are compared in this study. An empirical formula to describe the degree of reinforcement on the out-of-plane strength of the UMW is derived based on the experimental results. It is observed that the peak load-carrying capacity, ductility, and energy absorption capacity gradually improve with an increase in the strengthening degree or area. Compared with the existing masonry wall reinforcement method, the GFRPU technique is a construction method that can help improve the safety performance along with ease of construction and economic efficiency.
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1. Introduction

In terms of the durability of existing buildings, several attempts have been made to improve their lifespan by performing repair and reinforcement. As nonstructural elements, unreinforced masonry walls (UMWs) have low bending resistance and brittle fracture patterns. Considering the effects of lateral forces such as earthquakes and wind loads, UMWs should be designed to resist in-plane lateral loads as well as out-of-plane loads. Darbhanzi et al. [1] reported the reinforcement effect of vertical steel ties to enhance the strength and ductility of UMWs. Recently, fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforcement or polyurea reinforcement have been proposed in place of steel plates to resist lateral forces. Research related to the improvement of out-of-plane strength is based on explosion-proof reinforcement design. FRP and polyurea reinforcement methods are the two main reinforcement methods used for out-of-plane reinforcement, and other techniques include reinforcement using polyurethane, steel plate, and aluminum foam [2].

The FRP technique is more durable than reinforcement using reinforcing bars, and has the advantage of light weight and capability of being processed into various geometric shapes. FRP reinforcement significantly improves the strain and ductility. Myers and Tanizawa [3] reported that the improvement was significant, up to three times. Hrynyk and Myers [4] reported that polyurea coating can improve the energy absorption capacity of masonry filling walls and reduce wall...
delamination. It was found that reinforcement using the FRP lattice and polyurea composite elastomer was destroyed prematurely owing to insufficient bonds between the wall and the surrounding structure. The authors developed an analysis model simplified by arch behavior to estimate the degree of reinforcement of the out-of-plane strength with FRP. Galati et al. [5] presented design guidelines for the strength of polyurea reinforced with glass grids, FRP laminates, and masonry structures reinforced with FRP bars. Salem et al. [6] evaluated the out-of-plane behavior of reinforced masonry shear walls with different parameters. Turkmen et al. [7] studied out-of-plane retrofitting technique for clay brick masonry buildings by carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) strips. Meriggi et al. [8] proposed the out-of-plane strengthening method of masonry walls by fabric reinforced cementitious matrix. Corradi et al. [9] investigated the out-of-plane reinforcement by high-strength steel cables fully embedded in the mortar bed joints. Guerreiro et al. [10] developed a strengthening technique by CFRP layer to masonry walls.

Polyurea, an elastomer, has excellent deformability and energy absorption capacity [11]; therefore, it is an explosion-proof material that can improve the structural performance of non-structural elements. Unlike the existing manual lamination method, a polyurea reinforcement method was introduced to save time and labor. The UMW has a low out-of-plane resistance owing to its low bending resistance and mechanical properties owing to which it can be fractured by brittleness. Broekaert [12] demonstrated that polyurea is a material with high hardness, flexibility, fracture and tensile strength, and chemical and water resistance. It has been reported that polyurea can be further reinforced by adding nanoparticles with different properties. Hrynky and Myers [13] confirmed that reinforcement through a lattice-type polymer attached to polyurea can improve the out-of-plane loading capacity and ductility and reduce exfoliation. Using FRP and polyurea, elongated fibers were added to improve the tensile strength of polyurea and shear resistance to the masonry filling wall under the impact of an in-plane load. Researchers at Missouri University of Science and Technology led to the proposal of a reinforcing method through the application of discrete fiber-reinforced polyurea (DFRP). The effectiveness of DFRP under seismic conditions and its ductility was verified through DFRP-reinforced concrete cylinder experiments [14-17].

Polyurea reinforced with glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) was experimentally verified as an effective technique for reinforcing the walls of UMWs [18]. Myer and Tanizawa [3] conducted a study to verify the reinforcing effect of coating UMW with a composite elastomer made of polyurea and chopped E-type glass fibers as an external reinforcing material. Greene and Myers [17] investigated the effect of DFRP coating on the reinforcement capacity and ductility of concrete beams in bending and shear. In addition, an analytical model describing the bending behavior of polyurea was presented. Wu et al. [19] investigated the reinforcing effect based on the coating thickness and compared the reinforcement effect for nonreinforced and polyurea-reinforced clay brick walls against blast loads. The reinforcement effect on concrete beams and columns reinforced by glass fiber-reinforced polyurea (GFRPU) mixed with milled glass fiber to improve the tensile strength of polyurea [20-23] was investigated. The authors reported that GFRPU was effective in enhancing the strength and ductility of structural members. The in-plane reinforcement effect of GFRPU on masonry-filled walls [24] was investigated.

GFRPU, a new reinforcement construction method, is intended to be applied to the reinforcement of UMWs in the out-of-plane direction. Failure in the out-of-plane direction causes secondary damage, so this work investigates the utility of GFRPU to prevent it. In this study, the out-of-plane reinforcing effect of GFRPU on UMW is verified through experiments. The out-of-plane strength, ductility, and energy absorption capacities based on the various coating shapes are compared. The empirical formula used to describe the degree of out-of-plane reinforcement is derived from the experimental results. It was noticed that the peak load-carrying capacity, ductility, and energy absorption capacity gradually improve with an increase in the degree of strengthening. Compared with the existing masonry wall reinforcement method, reinforcement using GFRPU is a construction method that can be applied to the field to improve the safety performance accompanied with ease of construction and economic efficiency. A flowchart of this study is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of this study](image-url)
2. Experiment

2.1. Material Properties

A mortar test specimen was prepared to measure its compressive strength. The specimen for the compressive strength test was produced simultaneously as the test specimens were constructed and cured for 28 days after production. The compressive strength test was carried out in accordance with the KS L 5105 standard for the compressive strength test method of hydraulic cement mortar, and the average compressive strength of the three specimens was measured to be 10.4 MPa.

Red clay bricks were used in this experiment for the exterior finishing of buildings. There are two methods for measuring the compressive strength of a unit brick and a masonry prism. The unit strength measurement method refers to the compressive strengths of the individual materials. The compressive strength of the clay bricks was tested based on the criterion for the test of the compressive strength of bricks in KS F 4004 and was measured to be 53.9 MPa. The physical properties of GFRPU were also investigated through experiments. Because it is not certain whether the added glass fiber is uniformly dispersed in the polyurea, 20 specimens were prepared to reduce the deviation of the experimental values, and the tensile strength was measured. It was reported in a previous study [24] that the optimum weight ratio of the milled glass fiber to polyurea for obtaining the peak tensile strength was approximately 5%, and this ratio was used for producing the GFRPU in this study.

A composite masonry prism was manufactured to determine the compressive strength of the design. The specimens were fabricated in a laboratory based on ASTM C1314 (a standard test method for the compressive strength of masonry prisms). After 28 days, an experiment was conducted to measure the strength of the masonry bricks (Figure 2). The measured compressive strength was corrected with respect to the aspect ratio. That is, the measured compressive strength was multiplied by the correction factor listed in Table 1 to determine the compressive strength. Four prism specimens were prepared, and the average compressive strength was measured to be 18.77 MPa.

![Figure 2. Prism test of masonry bricks](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Correction factor according to shape ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shape ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correction factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tensile strength of GFRPU was measured in accordance with KS F 4922 “Polyurea resin waterproofing membrane coating.” The tensile strength was increased by approximately 36% from 22.73 to 30.96 MPa through the addition of glass fiber of weight ratio 5%, and the elastic modulus was also increased by approximately 44% from 99.89 to 143.9 MPa. The addition of glass fiber is a significant factor that increases the tensile strength and modulus of GFRPU. In contrast, because the added glass fiber replaced the corresponding volume of polyurea in GFRPU, it was noticed that the elongation rate decreased slightly from 418% to 362%. This leads to a slight decrease in tensile strain until fracture beyond the peak tensile strength. Despite a slight decrease in the elongation rate, the elongation rate was sufficient to delay the fracture or drop-off of the reinforced bricks.

2.2. Specimens

The test specimen reinforced by GFRPU was assumed to be a masonry wall of red clay bricks constructed on the exterior wall of the building. GFRPU was sprayed on the wall face 24 h after the wall surface was treated, and a primer was applied to improve the adhesion performance. The mixed GFRPU was sprayed on the surface of the specimen using a mechanical device meant for mixing polyurea and milled glass fibers.
A static test was conducted to evaluate the out-of-plane strength reinforced by the GFRPU coating. It was examined whether stability against static load was sustained instead of the destruction caused by earthquakes or dynamic loads. After laying the specimen horizontally, a uniform load was applied in the direction of gravity. The out-of-plane load was assumed to be a uniform load of the same magnitude rather than a concentrated load. The specimen was constructed using a wall with a length of 1300 mm, height of 1300 mm, and thickness of 190 mm with 1B stacking inside the steel frame, as depicted in Figure 3. The four edges of the specimen were supported by steel supports outside the 1100 mm×1100 mm net loading region.

![Masonry wall in steel frame](image1)

![Masonry wall specimen](image2)

![Loading and supporting parts](image3)

Figure 3. Specimen and reinforcement by steel frame (unit: mm)

The reinforcement effect was investigated according to the reinforcement types, such as “X,” “+,” and “E,” on one face of the wall (Figure 4). Here, “X” and “+” indicate X- and +-shaped coating, and “E” indicates the entire coating. The glass fiber contained in the GFRPU was 5% by weight ratio, and the spraying thickness of all the specimens was 5 mm, which was uniformly applied to one tensile surface.

![X-type specimen](image4)

![+type specimen](image5)

![Entire reinforcement specimen](image6)

Figure 4. Strengthening types of specimen
The loading was performed using a displacement control method (Figure 5) with a loading speed of 0.20 mm/min. The specimen was laid horizontally, and a steel plate was installed on top so that the load acting on the top of the specimen was uniformly applied to the masonry wall. The top refers to the compressed surface on which the GFRPU is not applied. It was difficult to determine the deformation shape of the masonry wall, such as cracks and deflections, at every incremental step of displacement. Because of the sprayed GFRPU, the appearance of cracks could not be seen with the naked eye, and there was no space or method to measure the deflection. However, the load–displacement relationship could be obtained by the force device through displacement control.

![Photo of loading layout](image1)

![Loading on specimen](image2)

**Figure 5. Specimen and loading test apparatus**

The load was increased based on the increment in displacement, and the loading was stopped when the expected failure was reached. Although it was not possible to identify the damage or crack pattern of the specimen during loading, the mechanical behavior was evident from the load–displacement curves.

### 2.3. Failure Mode

Figure 6 depicts the failure modes of each specimen after the completion of the experiment. All the specimens were fractured after cracks occurred along the edges in contact with the support plate. It is predicted that the UMW should be rapidly destroyed along with cracks along the outer edge of the loading steel plate. Because of this risk of brittle fracture caused by rapid fracture, the UMW specimen was excluded from this experiment. The design formula of Equation 1 was used to calculate the out-of-plane strength specified in the Korean Code [25] instead of the experiment. The cracks or fractures on the GFRPU reinforcement specimens were rarely seen on the reinforced face. Deep cracks were seen with GFRPU peeling at the end edges of the loading plate at failure. The reinforced masonry wall surface could be maintained during loading, and the drop-off could be delayed owing to the excellent elongation of the GFRPU. The GFRPU confines the tensile surface of the masonry wall without cracking or delamination before fracture. The crack pattern on the reinforcement surface could hardly be seen because of the opaque GFRPU. Experiments have verified that the load-carrying capacity can be increased through additional reinforcement or fixation along the load-bearing surface, and the damage caused by the sudden drop-off can be prevented when applied to the exterior wall. The GFRPU reinforcement prevents a sudden collapse of the masonry wall in the event of an earthquake.

![X-type specimen](image3)
2.4. Load-Displacement Curves

Table 2 presents the peak load $P_{\text{peak}}$ and the corresponding displacement of the specimen. The peak load was utilized as an index to evaluate the reinforcement effect of the GFRPU. It was seen that the +type specimen retained the lowest peak load and strengthening effect of all specimens. However, the X-type specimen exhibited a higher peak load than the E-type specimen, despite the smaller sprayed area. The difference was caused by the inaccurate sprayed area and non-uniform thickness when the sprayed GFRPU was dispersed on the specimen. In the table, $P_{\text{m,peak}}$ represents the peak load of the unreinforced specimen calculated using Equation 1. The out-of-plane load-resisting capacity evaluated in this experiment was affected by the support conditions. The interface end edges up to 100 mm width of the specimen depicted in Figure 3-c were supported by the steel frame, unlike the actual masonry wall without an interface. Thus, the peak load measured in this experiment was corrected by multiplying it by 0.8, considering the end conditions. The corrected peak load is expressed by $P_{\text{m,peak}}$. The data presented in the table indicates that the peak out-of-plane strength increases by 16 to 50% owing to GFRPU reinforcement.

Table 1. List of loads and displacements at main steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>Peak load (kN)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{m,peak}}$ (kN)</th>
<th>$P_{\text{peak}}/P_{\text{m,peak}}$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{m,peak}}/P_{\text{m,peak}}$</th>
<th>Displacement at peak load (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-type</td>
<td>643.7</td>
<td>515.0</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+type</td>
<td>500.2</td>
<td>400.2</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>7.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-type</td>
<td>627.3</td>
<td>501.8</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The peak load of unreinforced specimen calculated by Equation 1 is 344.4 kN.
The displacement at the peak load in Table 2 seems to have little effect on the degree of strengthening. This is explained by the load–displacement curves. Figure 7 depicts the relationship between the out-of-plane load and the corresponding displacement. After the initial loading, the initial stiffness of the X-type specimen was unexpectedly the largest, and it can be seen that the initial stiffness decreased in the order of E-type and +type reinforcement specimens. In the case of the E-type and +type reinforcement specimens, it is estimated that the stiffness decreased because the displacement increased unexpectedly because the displacement-measurement point slides during loading.

![Load-displacement curves](image)

**Figure 2. Load-displacement curves**

The specimens indicated ductile behavior owing to the elongation property of polyurea beyond the peak load. In the plots, it can be seen that the +type specimen exhibits ductile behavior despite the lowest peak load. The X-type and E-type specimens’ exhibit similar peak loads and ductile behavior beyond the peak load except for the displacement at the peak load owing to the sliding of the displacement-measurement point. It was reported that even if the coated area represents a slight difference between the X-type and E-type specimens, the E-type coating is appropriate, as it is not sensitive to precise construction and is also suitable for the enhancement of the in-plane load-carrying capacity [24].

As indicated in Figure 7, the ductility and energy absorption capacity in the out-of-plane direction of the specimens increased in the order of +type, X-type, and E-type reinforcements. Considering that the ductile capacity in the out-of-plane direction of the UMW is low, it was evident that the ductility and energy absorption capacity at the post-peak load were improved owing to the mechanical properties of the GFRPU. These can prevent or delay the falling off of bricks owing to the brittle characteristics of mortar during disasters.

### 2.5. Derivation of Formula to Describe the GFRPU Reinforcement

A bending crack is one of the fracture patterns when an out-of-plane load is applied to a masonry wall. Based on the Korean standard [25], the out-of-plane strength is calculated by dividing the cases into those in which arch action can be expected and those in which there is no arch action. When arch action can be expected:

The height-to-thickness ratio of the masonry wall is 25 or less, and arch action can be expected when it is in complete contact with the surrounding frame. The out-of-plane strength QEL is calculated as follows:
where $Q_{CL}$ denotes the out-of-plane strength of the masonry wall (in N), $q_{in}$ denotes the out-of-plane strength per unit area of the masonry wall (in MPa), $A_{in}$ denotes the elevation area of the masonry wall (in mm²), $f_m$ denotes the nominal compressive strength of the masonry wall, and $\lambda_2$ denotes the wall height-to-thickness ratio (Table 3).

$$Q_{CL} = q_{in}A_{in} = \frac{0.7f_m'\lambda_2}{(h_m/t_m)} A_{in}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Table 2. Correction factor for wall height-to-thickness ratio $\lambda_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$H_m/t_m$</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_2$</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, considering the masonry wall as a cantilever, the horizontal load is assumed to be the out-of-plane load, and the design standard tensile strength listed in Table 4 is applied. If it is confirmed through on-site investigation that there is no gap at the interface between the masonry and the frame, it is assumed that the four-sided joint is fixed.

Table 3. Height-to-thickness ratio limit value for omitting the out-of-plane examination of the masonry wall that satisfies the requirements for arch action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance level</th>
<th>$S_{DS}&lt;0.33g$ or $S_{DS}&lt;0.133g$</th>
<th>$0.33g \leq S_{DS}&lt;0.50g$ or $0.133g &lt; S_{DS}&lt;0.20g$</th>
<th>$0.50g \leq S_{DS}$ or $0.20g &lt; S_{DS}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habitable</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life safety</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapse prevention</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $S_{DS}$ is 5 percent damped spectral response acceleration parameter at short period and $S_{DS}$ 5 percent damped spectral response acceleration parameter at a period of 1 second.

The out-of-plane load should be greater than the inertial force as follows:

$$F_p = 0.4\chi S_{DS}W_p \geq 0.1\chi W_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $F_p$ denotes the inertial force in the out-of-plane direction, $S_{DS}$ denotes the short-period spectral acceleration of the evaluation target earthquake considering the significance factor, $W_p$ denotes the wall weight or unit weight, and $\chi$ denotes the coefficient according to the targeted performance level: collapse prevention: 0.3, life safety: 0.4, and habitable: 0.6 (for flexible diaphragms, values equal to three times these values is used).

If the height-to-thickness ratio of the UMW is less than the limit specified in Table 4 and satisfies the prescribed arch action, it is considered safe for in-plane overturning. In Table 4, the height-to-thickness ratio has a smaller value among the upper limits determined by $S_{DS}$ and $S_{DS}$. If the height-to-thickness ratio listed in Table 4 is exceeded, the strength should be reviewed in accordance with the regulations.

The standard stipulates the design so that the masonry wall has an out-of-plane strength greater than the inertial force. The experiment indicated that the out-of-plane strength of the masonry wall was improved by the entire GFRPU reinforcement on one face. Considering the support conditions and only 80% of the peak load in the experiment, this study presented a formula to describe the out-of-plane strength of reinforced masonry walls. By including the strengthening effect owing to the support condition into Equation 1, the out-of-plane strength should be modified. It can be seen that the peak out-of-plane strength is approximately 1.5 times that used in Equation 1 specified in the standard. Thus, this work considered the GFRPU reinforcement effect, and the formula of the design criteria was modified as follows:

$$Q_{CL} = q_{in}A_{in} = \frac{1.05f_m'\lambda_2}{(h_m/t_m)} A_{in}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Equation 3 represents the out-of-plane strength of the masonry wall reinforced with GFRPU. However, the formula is limited to the case where 5-mm-thick GFRPU with 5% milled glass fiber added by weight ratio is applied. Further, the effect on the spraying thickness should be considered, and its effect should be included in Equation 3. Nevertheless, the equation can be utilized based on general reinforcement by GFRPU, and it is expected that it can be applied in practice.
3. Conclusions

In this study, the strengthening effect of GFRPU reinforcement on UMWs for improving the out-of-plane strength was investigated. The effects of the coating type were compared, and a formula to express the degree of GFRPU reinforcement was proposed. Three specimens with X-type, +type, and E-type coatings were manufactured, and a uniform static load was applied in the out-of-plane direction. Based on experiments, the following conclusions can be drawn.

- It was seen established that GFRPU could be utilized as a composite elastomer to improve the out-of-plane strength and ductility of masonry walls.
- The experiments indicated that the peak load gradually decreased in the order of X-type, E-type, and +type specimens. Despite the prediction that the E-type specimen would demonstrate the highest loading capacity, the X-type reinforcement exhibited a higher loading capacity instead. The difference was attributed to the challenge in obtaining a uniform GFRPU dispersion and thickness on the prescribed area. Despite this difference, it was demonstrated that one-sided complete reinforcement can improve the out-of-plane strength and ductility with ease of construction and economic efficiency.
- The Korean Standard stipulates that the design of a masonry wall has an out-of-plane internal force greater than or equal to the inertial force. By modifying the expression for the out-of-plane strength specified in the Korean Standard, this study proposed an empirical formula related to the out-of-plane strength of masonry reinforced with GFRPU.
- Because the formula for estimating the out-of-plane strength is limited to the case where 5-mm-thick GFRPU with 5% added milled glass fiber by weight ratio is applied, the effect of varying the thickness should be further reviewed in future studies.
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